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How to explain practicing life skills to youth

How to explain practicing life skills to youth

“Throughout the course of our camp/program we are getting better at
certain skills. What are they?” (Most youth will talk about the team
sport, art project or whatever the focus of your program is.)

“Throughout the course of our camp/program we are getting better at
certain skills. What are they?” (Most youth will talk about the team
sport, art project or whatever the focus of your program is.)

“What team skills do we need to do well to help us do other activities
well? Maybe it is cooperating and getting along. What are some other
skills we need to do well?” (This is where you are talking about life
skills.)

“What team skills do we need to do well to help us do other activities
well? Maybe it is cooperating and getting along. What are some other
skills we need to do well?” (This is where you are talking about life
skills.)

“We’ll be working on some team skills you mentioned. Think of it like
this. When you want to strengthen a muscle in your arm, you have to
work it, practice, lift weights. It can be hard at first. Our team skills are
similar. We have to practice team skills, kind of like lifting weights.
Some games will be chances to develop our team skills. This is done by
the group thinking about what happened during the game and then answering some simple questions. So be ready and lets have fun.”

“We’ll be working on some team skills you mentioned. Think of it like
this. When you want to strengthen a muscle in your arm, you have to
work it, practice, lift weights. It can be hard at first. Our team skills are
similar. We have to practice team skills, kind of like lifting weights.
Some games will be chances to develop our team skills. This is done by
the group thinking about what happened during the game and then answering some simple questions. So be ready and lets have fun.”
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sport, art project or whatever the focus of your program is.)
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well? Maybe it is cooperating and getting along. What are some other
skills we need to do well?” (This is where you are talking about life
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“What team skills do we need to do well to help us do other activities
well? Maybe it is cooperating and getting along. What are some other
skills we need to do well?” (This is where you are talking about life
skills.)

“We’ll be working on some team skills you mentioned. Think of it like
this. When you want to strengthen a muscle in your arm, you have to
work it, practice, lift weights. It can be hard at first. Our team skills are
similar. We have to practice team skills, kind of like lifting weights.
Some games will be chances to develop our team skills. This is done by
the group thinking about what happened during the game and then answering some simple questions. So be ready and lets have fun.”

“We’ll be working on some team skills you mentioned. Think of it like
this. When you want to strengthen a muscle in your arm, you have to
work it, practice, lift weights. It can be hard at first. Our team skills are
similar. We have to practice team skills, kind of like lifting weights.
Some games will be chances to develop our team skills. This is done by
the group thinking about what happened during the game and then answering some simple questions. So be ready and lets have fun.”
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Brain Break

Brain Break

Materials: None
Say: “Today we are practicing

SEL/Life Skill: ____________
Setting: Anywhere
during this game.”

Materials: None
Say: “Today we are practicing

SEL/Life Skill: ____________
Setting: Anywhere
during this game.”

Tell the group your going to do an activity that we run around quickly to
each other but it only works if we are caring to each other. What will it
look like if we are caring to each other when running past each other?
Ok, when I yell brain break give a two hand high-five to the closest person and jump and yell “you’re the best” three times and move on to four
other people quickly and remember to be caring. Go.

Tell the group your going to do an activity that we run around quickly to
each other but it only works if we are caring to each other. What will it
look like if we are caring to each other when running past each other?
Ok, when I yell brain break give a two hand high-five to the closest person and jump and yell “you’re the best” three times and move on to four
other people quickly and remember to be caring. Go.

What happened with ________, what went well?
So what did you learn about your ______ skills?
Now what can you do with your improved ______ skills in our program?

What happened with ________, what went well?
So what did you learn about your ______ skills?
Now what can you do with your improved ______ skills in our program?

Notes: This tool is to help change energy, celebrate, and create an energy boost. Make sure if it’s used to diffuse an issue, that issue is still
addressed. You can also do a large circle and have people put palms to
palms with people next to them and all at once do a “we’re the best .”

Notes: This tool is to help change energy, celebrate, and create an energy boost. Make sure if it’s used to diffuse an issue, that issue is still
addressed. You can also do a large circle and have people put palms to
palms with people next to them and all at once do a “we’re the best .”
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Brain Break

Materials: None
Say: “Today we are practicing

SEL/Life Skill: ____________
Setting: Anywhere
during this game.”

Materials: None
Say: “Today we are practicing

SEL/Life Skill: ____________
Setting: Anywhere
during this game.”

Tell the group your going to do an activity that we run around quickly to
each other but it only works if we are caring to each other. What will it
look like if we are caring to each other when running past each other?
Ok, when I yell brain break give a two hand high-five to the closest person and jump and yell “you’re the best” three times and move on to four
other people quickly and remember to be caring. Go.

Tell the group your going to do an activity that we run around quickly to
each other but it only works if we are caring to each other. What will it
look like if we are caring to each other when running past each other?
Ok, when I yell brain break give a two hand high-five to the closest person and jump and yell “you’re the best” three times and move on to four
other people quickly and remember to be caring. Go.

What happened with ________, what went well?
So what did you learn about your ______ skills?
Now what can you do with your improved ______ skills in our program?

What happened with ________, what went well?
So what did you learn about your ______ skills?
Now what can you do with your improved ______ skills in our program?

Notes: This tool is to help change energy, celebrate, and create an energy boost. Make sure if it’s used to diffuse an issue, that issue is still
addressed. You can also do a large circle and have people put palms to
palms with people next to them and all at once do a “we’re the best .”

Notes: This tool is to help change energy, celebrate, and create an energy boost. Make sure if it’s used to diffuse an issue, that issue is still
addressed. You can also do a large circle and have people put palms to
palms with people next to them and all at once do a “we’re the best .”
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Circle Up

Circle Up

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ________ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ________ during this game.”

Count until the group is circled up, shoulder to shoulder, and be quiet.
They need to remember who is on their left and right. Then have them
move around, the leader calls out “Circle up” and they form a circle with
the same people on their left and right. With the leader not in the same
place they have to realign. They will soon realize the trick is the circle
will move around and they need to form based on where the leader is
standing. Try it a few times while counting and see how quickly they can
do it. Make it fun and use it when you need them to quickly circle up.
(We are going to do this fast so we need to be ________ to each other.
What can we do to show ________ for the group when moving faster?)

Count until the group is circled up, shoulder to shoulder, and be quiet.
They need to remember who is on their left and right. Then have them
move around, the leader calls out “Circle up” and they form a circle with
the same people on their left and right. With the leader not in the same
place they have to realign. They will soon realize the trick is the circle
will move around and they need to form based on where the leader is
standing. Try it a few times while counting and see how quickly they can
do it. Make it fun and use it when you need them to quickly circle up.
(We are going to do this fast so we need to be ________ to each other.
What can we do to show ________ for the group when moving faster?)

What happened with ________, what went well?
So What did you learn about your ________ skills?
Now what can you do with your improved _________ skills here?

What happened with ________, what went well?
So What did you learn about your ________ skills?
Now what can you do with your improved _________ skills here?
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Circle Up

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ________ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ________ during this game.”

Count until the group is circled up, shoulder to shoulder, and be quiet.
They need to remember who is on their left and right. Then have them
move around, the leader calls out “Circle up” and they form a circle with
the same people on their left and right. With the leader not in the same
place they have to realign. They will soon realize the trick is the circle
will move around and they need to form based on where the leader is
standing. Try it a few times while counting and see how quickly they can
do it. Make it fun and use it when you need them to quickly circle up.
(We are going to do this fast so we need to be ________ to each other.
What can we do to show ________ for the group when moving faster?)

Count until the group is circled up, shoulder to shoulder, and be quiet.
They need to remember who is on their left and right. Then have them
move around, the leader calls out “Circle up” and they form a circle with
the same people on their left and right. With the leader not in the same
place they have to realign. They will soon realize the trick is the circle
will move around and they need to form based on where the leader is
standing. Try it a few times while counting and see how quickly they can
do it. Make it fun and use it when you need them to quickly circle up.
(We are going to do this fast so we need to be ________ to each other.
What can we do to show ________ for the group when moving faster?)

What happened with ________, what went well?
So What did you learn about your ________ skills?
Now what can you do with your improved _________ skills here?

What happened with ________, what went well?
So What did you learn about your ________ skills?
Now what can you do with your improved _________ skills here?
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Stop, Fall, Go

Stop, Fall, Go

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ________ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ________ during this game.”

You stop when I say Stop; you walk slowly when I say Go; and you fall
when I say Fall. Safely, you don’t have to go to the ground, watch out for
others. Before we play lets talk about how to be ______ during the game
so we can practice it. Play. If group is working well than turn over the
control to the group, explain this time they call out the commands and it
only works if people are caring. If it is working compliment them and
change rules so the whole group does it without words. They have to
watch each other. Ask the group how can we be _____ when doing this
in silence. The group can also create their own directions like “Spin”,
“Hop”, etc.

You stop when I say Stop; you walk slowly when I say Go; and you fall
when I say Fall. Safely, you don’t have to go to the ground, watch out for
others. Before we play lets talk about how to be ______ during the game
so we can practice it. Play. If group is working well than turn over the
control to the group, explain this time they call out the commands and it
only works if people are caring. If it is working compliment them and
change rules so the whole group does it without words. They have to
watch each other. Ask the group how can we be _____ when doing this
in silence. The group can also create their own directions like “Spin”,
“Hop”, etc.

What happened with _______, what went well?
So what did you learn about your _______ skills?
Where (in our program/at home) can you also use your _______ skills?

What happened with _______, what went well?
So what did you learn about your _______ skills?
Where (in our program/at home) can you also use your _______ skills?
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Stop, Fall, Go

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ________ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ________ during this game.”

You stop when I say Stop; you walk slowly when I say Go; and you fall
when I say Fall. Safely, you don’t have to go to the ground, watch out for
others. Before we play lets talk about how to be ______ during the game
so we can practice it. Play. If group is working well than turn over the
control to the group, explain this time they call out the commands and it
only works if people are caring. If it is working compliment them and
change rules so the whole group does it without words. They have to
watch each other. Ask the group how can we be _____ when doing this
in silence. The group can also create their own directions like “Spin”,
“Hop”, etc.

You stop when I say Stop; you walk slowly when I say Go; and you fall
when I say Fall. Safely, you don’t have to go to the ground, watch out for
others. Before we play lets talk about how to be ______ during the game
so we can practice it. Play. If group is working well than turn over the
control to the group, explain this time they call out the commands and it
only works if people are caring. If it is working compliment them and
change rules so the whole group does it without words. They have to
watch each other. Ask the group how can we be _____ when doing this
in silence. The group can also create their own directions like “Spin”,
“Hop”, etc.

What happened with _______, what went well?
So what did you learn about your _______ skills?
Where (in our program/at home) can you also use your _______ skills?

What happened with _______, what went well?
So what did you learn about your _______ skills?
Where (in our program/at home) can you also use your _______ skills?
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Triangle Tag
Materials:
Setting:

Triangle Tag

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Optional - place an object for group to move around
(paper plate, stuffed animal, etc.)
Lots of open space between groups

Materials:
Setting:

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Optional - place an object for group to move around
(paper plate, stuffed animal, etc.)
Lots of open space between groups

Say: “Today we are practicing ___________ during this game.

Say: “Today we are practicing ___________ during this game.

What does ___________ look like? Sound like? Feel like?”

What does ___________ look like? Sound like? Feel like?”

Three people hold hands and one person is selected as the one protected by the other two, who represent _______ people. The person trying
to get them is behaving in an un-_______ way. The triangle formed goes
around a spot while the un-______ person is trying to get to the one being protected. The un-_____ person can’t go under or over, only around.

Three people hold hands and one person is selected as the one protected by the other two, who represent _______ people. The person trying
to get them is behaving in an un-_______ way. The triangle formed goes
around a spot while the un-______ person is trying to get to the one being protected. The un-_____ person can’t go under or over, only around.

What happened with _____, what went well? So what did you learn
about your ______ skills? Where else could you use your _______
skills? What are two things __________ people do in our program?
What are un-_________ behaviors that can happen?

What happened with _____, what went well? So what did you learn
about your ______ skills? Where else could you use your _______
skills? What are two things __________ people do in our program?
What are un-_________ behaviors that can happen?
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Triangle Tag
Materials:
Setting:
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Triangle Tag

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Optional - place an object for group to move around
(paper plate, stuffed animal, etc.)
Lots of open space between groups

Materials:
Setting:

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Optional - place an object for group to move around
(paper plate, stuffed animal, etc.)
Lots of open space between groups

Say: “Today we are practicing ___________ during this game.

Say: “Today we are practicing ___________ during this game.

What does ___________ look like? Sound like? Feel like?”

What does ___________ look like? Sound like? Feel like?”

Three people hold hands and one person is selected as the one protected by the other two, who represent _______ people. The person trying
to get them is behaving in an un-_______ way. The triangle formed goes
around a spot while the un-______ person is trying to get to the one being protected. The un-_____ person can’t go under or over, only around.

Three people hold hands and one person is selected as the one protected by the other two, who represent _______ people. The person trying
to get them is behaving in an un-_______ way. The triangle formed goes
around a spot while the un-______ person is trying to get to the one being protected. The un-_____ person can’t go under or over, only around.

What happened with _____, what went well? So what did you learn
about your ______ skills? Where else could you use your _______
skills? What are two things __________ people do in our program?
What are un-_________ behaviors that can happen?

What happened with _____, what went well? So what did you learn
about your ______ skills? Where else could you use your _______
skills? What are two things __________ people do in our program?
What are un-_________ behaviors that can happen?
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Pass Me the Chicken

Pass Me the Chicken

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: Rubber chicken or stuffed animal Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: Rubber chicken or stuffed animal Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

One person is It and he/she chases others to tag them to get rid of being
It. If tagged, the person jumps up and says, “I’m it, I’m it, I’m it”. You
can’t be tagged if you have the chicken. However, if you have the chicken, you can’t move your feet. If you want the bird, yell, “Pass me the
chicken”. If you have the bird you can choose to keep it or pass it to the
person asking for it. What would _______ look like, sound like or feel like
during this game?

One person is It and he/she chases others to tag them to get rid of being
It. If tagged, the person jumps up and says, “I’m it, I’m it, I’m it”. You
can’t be tagged if you have the chicken. However, if you have the chicken, you can’t move your feet. If you want the bird, yell, “Pass me the
chicken”. If you have the bird you can choose to keep it or pass it to the
person asking for it. What would _______ look like, sound like or feel like
during this game?

Depending on how many people are playing, there can be multiple people that are “It” and/or multiple chickens.

Depending on how many people are playing, there can be multiple people that are “It” and/or multiple chickens.

What happened with _______ during the game. What went well?
So what did you learn about your _________ skills?
Now what can you do with your improved _________ skills here?

What happened with _______ during the game. What went well?
So what did you learn about your _________ skills?
Now what can you do with your improved _________ skills here?
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Pass Me the Chicken

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: Rubber chicken or stuffed animal Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: Rubber chicken or stuffed animal Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

One person is It and he/she chases others to tag them to get rid of being
It. If tagged, the person jumps up and says, “I’m it, I’m it, I’m it”. You
can’t be tagged if you have the chicken. However, if you have the chicken, you can’t move your feet. If you want the bird, yell, “Pass me the
chicken”. If you have the bird you can choose to keep it or pass it to the
person asking for it. What would _______ look like, sound like or feel like
during this game?

One person is It and he/she chases others to tag them to get rid of being
It. If tagged, the person jumps up and says, “I’m it, I’m it, I’m it”. You
can’t be tagged if you have the chicken. However, if you have the chicken, you can’t move your feet. If you want the bird, yell, “Pass me the
chicken”. If you have the bird you can choose to keep it or pass it to the
person asking for it. What would _______ look like, sound like or feel like
during this game?

Depending on how many people are playing, there can be multiple people that are “It” and/or multiple chickens.

Depending on how many people are playing, there can be multiple people that are “It” and/or multiple chickens.

What happened with _______ during the game. What went well?
So what did you learn about your _________ skills?
Now what can you do with your improved _________ skills here?

What happened with _______ during the game. What went well?
So what did you learn about your _________ skills?
Now what can you do with your improved _________ skills here?
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Speed Rabbit

Speed Rabbit
SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Setting:
Open space

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Setting:
Open space

Materials: None
Say: “Today we are practicing __________ during this game. What

Materials: None
Say: “Today we are practicing __________ during this game. What

does ___________ Look like? Sound like? Feel like?”

does ___________ Look like? Sound like? Feel like?”

Circle up. The purpose is for person in the middle to get out by catching
members not doing their action. The person pointed to has a specific
action as well as the people on the right and left. If the action is wrong or
not done in 10 seconds the person switches with the person in the middle. Speed up to only 5 seconds when group understands the game.

Circle up. The purpose is for person in the middle to get out by catching
members not doing their action. The person pointed to has a specific
action as well as the people on the right and left. If the action is wrong or
not done in 10 seconds the person switches with the person in the middle. Speed up to only 5 seconds when group understands the game.

Rabbit: Middle ears, right and left legs thumping up and down.
Elephant: Middle trunk, right and left ears made out of arms formed like
letter “C”.
Road kill: Middle squats down on ground. Right and Left gently put foot
on top.
Have group make up more as they get better.
What happened with ____? So what did you learn about being ______?
Now where can practice _______ today?

Rabbit: Middle ears, right and left legs thumping up and down.
Elephant: Middle trunk, right and left ears made out of arms formed like
letter “C”.
Road kill: Middle squats down on ground. Right and Left gently put foot
on top.
Have group make up more as they get better.
What happened with ____? So what did you learn about being ______?
Now where can practice _______ today?
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Speed Rabbit

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting:
Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing __________ during this game. What

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting:
Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing __________ during this game. What

does ___________ Look like? Sound like? Feel like?”

does ___________ Look like? Sound like? Feel like?”

Circle up. The purpose is for person in the middle to get out by catching
members not doing their action. The person pointed to has a specific
action as well as the people on the right and left. If the action is wrong or
not done in 10 seconds the person switches with the person in the middle. Speed up to only 5 seconds when group understands the game.

Circle up. The purpose is for person in the middle to get out by catching
members not doing their action. The person pointed to has a specific
action as well as the people on the right and left. If the action is wrong or
not done in 10 seconds the person switches with the person in the middle. Speed up to only 5 seconds when group understands the game.

Rabbit: Middle ears, right and left legs thumping up and down.
Elephant: Middle trunk, right and left ears made out of arms formed like
letter “C”.
Road kill: Middle squats down on ground. Right and Left gently put foot
on top.
Have group make up more as they get better.
What happened with ____? So what did you learn about being ______?
Now where can practice _______ today?

Rabbit: Middle ears, right and left legs thumping up and down.
Elephant: Middle trunk, right and left ears made out of arms formed like
letter “C”.
Road kill: Middle squats down on ground. Right and Left gently put foot
on top.
Have group make up more as they get better.
What happened with ____? So what did you learn about being ______?
Now where can practice _______ today?
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Unique Partners

Unique Partners
SEL/Life Skill: _____________

Materials:

None

Setting: Anywhere

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials:

None

Setting: Anywhere

Say: “Today we are practicing _______ during this game.”

Say: “Today we are practicing _______ during this game.”

Our jobs are to be _______ and remember the group and action. Lets
practice the groups first. Give them a number of members per group and
a task. They are responsible to remember the group and the unique
task. 1. (Pairs) Each pair/group creates unique handshake/body shake.
2. (group of 3) Create dance move. 3. (group 4) Unique high-five. 4.
(group of 5) Unique cheer. After everyone has learned group and task
tell them their job is to find them and do the task when you call out the
group. Call out partner groups handshake, dance, high five, and cheer.
Go from one category to the next so they have to be fast and have fun.
You can use this at any time to create groups.

Our jobs are to be _______ and remember the group and action. Lets
practice the groups first. Give them a number of members per group and
a task. They are responsible to remember the group and the unique
task. 1. (Pairs) Each pair/group creates unique handshake/body shake.
2. (group of 3) Create dance move. 3. (group 4) Unique high-five. 4.
(group of 5) Unique cheer. After everyone has learned group and task
tell them their job is to find them and do the task when you call out the
group. Call out partner groups handshake, dance, high five, and cheer.
Go from one category to the next so they have to be fast and have fun.
You can use this at any time to create groups.

What happened that showed ________ during the game?
So what did you learn about ________ by playing the game?
Now where are other areas of our lives we can be ________?

What happened that showed ________ during the game?
So what did you learn about ________ by playing the game?
Now where are other areas of our lives we can be ________?
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Unique Partners

Unique Partners
SEL/Life Skill: _____________

Materials:

None
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Setting: Anywhere

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials:

None

Setting: Anywhere

Say: “Today we are practicing _______ during this game.”

Say: “Today we are practicing _______ during this game.”

Our jobs are to be _______ and remember the group and action. Lets
practice the groups first. Give them a number of members per group and
a task. They are responsible to remember the group and the unique
task. 1. (Pairs) Each pair/group creates unique handshake/body shake.
2. (group of 3) Create dance move. 3. (group 4) Unique high-five. 4.
(group of 5) Unique cheer. After everyone has learned group and task
tell them their job is to find them and do the task when you call out the
group. Call out partner groups handshake, dance, high five, and cheer.
Go from one category to the next so they have to be fast and have fun.
You can use this at any time to create groups.

Our jobs are to be _______ and remember the group and action. Lets
practice the groups first. Give them a number of members per group and
a task. They are responsible to remember the group and the unique
task. 1. (Pairs) Each pair/group creates unique handshake/body shake.
2. (group of 3) Create dance move. 3. (group 4) Unique high-five. 4.
(group of 5) Unique cheer. After everyone has learned group and task
tell them their job is to find them and do the task when you call out the
group. Call out partner groups handshake, dance, high five, and cheer.
Go from one category to the next so they have to be fast and have fun.
You can use this at any time to create groups.

What happened that showed ________ during the game?
So what did you learn about ________ by playing the game?
Now where are other areas of our lives we can be ________?

What happened that showed ________ during the game?
So what did you learn about ________ by playing the game?
Now where are other areas of our lives we can be ________?
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Play Hard, Play Safe, Play Fair, Have Fun

Play Hard, Play Safe, Play Fair, Have Fun

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing _________ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing _________ during this game.”

Good activity to start at beginning of program. Break up into 4 small
groups. Each group is secretly given a part of the phrase “Play Hard,
Play Safe, Play Fair, Have Fun”. The group generates examples of what
it looks like at the program. Make sure each skit shows people being
_________ at our program. Groups present skits while other groups
guess which part of the phrase they are demonstrating and where
________ is being shown.

Good activity to start at beginning of program. Break up into 4 small
groups. Each group is secretly given a part of the phrase “Play Hard,
Play Safe, Play Fair, Have Fun”. The group generates examples of what
it looks like at the program. Make sure each skit shows people being
_________ at our program. Groups present skits while other groups
guess which part of the phrase they are demonstrating and where
________ is being shown.

What happened with __________ during the skits?
So what did you learn about being ___________?
Now where else can we be ___________?

What happened with __________ during the skits?
So what did you learn about being ___________?
Now where else can we be ___________?
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Play Hard, Play Safe, Play Fair, Have Fun

Play Hard, Play Safe, Play Fair, Have Fun

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing _________ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing _________ during this game.”

Good activity to start at beginning of program. Break up into 4 small
groups. Each group is secretly given a part of the phrase “Play Hard,
Play Safe, Play Fair, Have Fun”. The group generates examples of what
it looks like at the program. Make sure each skit shows people being
_________ at our program. Groups present skits while other groups
guess which part of the phrase they are demonstrating and where
________ is being shown.

Good activity to start at beginning of program. Break up into 4 small
groups. Each group is secretly given a part of the phrase “Play Hard,
Play Safe, Play Fair, Have Fun”. The group generates examples of what
it looks like at the program. Make sure each skit shows people being
_________ at our program. Groups present skits while other groups
guess which part of the phrase they are demonstrating and where
________ is being shown.

What happened with __________ during the skits?
So what did you learn about being ___________?
Now where else can we be ___________?

What happened with __________ during the skits?
So what did you learn about being ___________?
Now where else can we be ___________?
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Feelings Cards: Charades

Feelings Cards: Charades

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: Feelings cards
Setting: Anywhere
Say: “Today we are practicing ___________ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: Feelings cards
Setting: Anywhere
Say: “Today we are practicing ___________ during this game.”

Divide the class into groups of 4-6. Give each group a stack of feelings
cards set face down. Take turns choosing a card and acting it out for
the group members to guess. If the group is having a hard time guessing, you can show them the card and pick a new one or ask someone in
the group for help. Variation: Give them a scene to act out and they can
only use a certain emotion. For example, they find a broken bike and
one person can only be silly and the other only angry.

Divide the class into groups of 4-6. Give each group a stack of feelings
cards set face down. Take turns choosing a card and acting it out for
the group members to guess. If the group is having a hard time guessing, you can show them the card and pick a new one or ask someone in
the group for help. Variation: Give them a scene to act out and they can
only use a certain emotion. For example, they find a broken bike and
one person can only be silly and the other only angry.

What happened with ___________?
So What did you learn about being ____________?
Now where can practice __________ today?

What happened with ___________?
So What did you learn about being ____________?
Now where can practice __________ today?
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Feelings Cards: Charades

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: Feelings cards
Setting: Anywhere
Say: “Today we are practicing ___________ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: Feelings cards
Setting: Anywhere
Say: “Today we are practicing ___________ during this game.”

Divide the class into groups of 4-6. Give each group a stack of feelings
cards set face down. Take turns choosing a card and acting it out for
the group members to guess. If the group is having a hard time guessing, you can show them the card and pick a new one or ask someone in
the group for help. Variation: Give them a scene to act out and they can
only use a certain emotion. For example, they find a broken bike and
one person can only be silly and the other only angry.

Divide the class into groups of 4-6. Give each group a stack of feelings
cards set face down. Take turns choosing a card and acting it out for
the group members to guess. If the group is having a hard time guessing, you can show them the card and pick a new one or ask someone in
the group for help. Variation: Give them a scene to act out and they can
only use a certain emotion. For example, they find a broken bike and
one person can only be silly and the other only angry.

What happened with ___________?
So What did you learn about being ____________?
Now where can practice __________ today?

What happened with ___________?
So What did you learn about being ____________?
Now where can practice __________ today?
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Peek-a-Who

Peek-a-Who

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: Tarp or blanket
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing _____ during this game. So look at
each other and think how you would describe them.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: Tarp or blanket
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing _____ during this game. So look at
each other and think how you would describe them.”

Instructions: This activity works after groups get to know each other. Divide the group in half. Two people will hold a tarp or blanket up between the
two teams. Both teams hide behind the tarp and choose one person to be
placed with his/her back to the tarp facing the rest of the team. When ready,
the tarp is dropped. The teams goal will be to describe to their person who
the person behind them is, without saying a name and being nice. The person who first calls out the name of the person behind them wins that person
to their team. Repeat. You may add rules to make harder such as no gender words.

Instructions: This activity works after groups get to know each other. Divide the group in half. Two people will hold a tarp or blanket up between the
two teams. Both teams hide behind the tarp and choose one person to be
placed with his/her back to the tarp facing the rest of the team. When ready,
the tarp is dropped. The teams goal will be to describe to their person who
the person behind them is, without saying a name and being nice. The person who first calls out the name of the person behind them wins that person
to their team. Repeat. You may add rules to make harder such as no gender words.

What happened with ________?
So what did you learn about _________?
Now what activity today will you practice __________ at?

What happened with ________?
So what did you learn about _________?
Now what activity today will you practice __________ at?
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Peek-a-Who

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: Tarp or blanket
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing _____ during this game. So look at
each other and think how you would describe them.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: Tarp or blanket
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing _____ during this game. So look at
each other and think how you would describe them.”

Instructions: This activity works after groups get to know each other. Divide the group in half. Two people will hold a tarp or blanket up between the
two teams. Both teams hide behind the tarp and choose one person to be
placed with his/her back to the tarp facing the rest of the team. When ready,
the tarp is dropped. The teams goal will be to describe to their person who
the person behind them is, without saying a name and being nice. The person who first calls out the name of the person behind them wins that person
to their team. Repeat. You may add rules to make harder such as no gender words.

Instructions: This activity works after groups get to know each other. Divide the group in half. Two people will hold a tarp or blanket up between the
two teams. Both teams hide behind the tarp and choose one person to be
placed with his/her back to the tarp facing the rest of the team. When ready,
the tarp is dropped. The teams goal will be to describe to their person who
the person behind them is, without saying a name and being nice. The person who first calls out the name of the person behind them wins that person
to their team. Repeat. You may add rules to make harder such as no gender words.

What happened with ________?
So what did you learn about _________?
Now what activity today will you practice __________ at?

What happened with ________?
So what did you learn about _________?
Now what activity today will you practice __________ at?
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Memory Circle

Memory Circle

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

Provide a soft object, like a stuffed animal, to toss around the group. When
you receive the tossed object you say your name and one piece of personal
information – such as favorite food, number of siblings, and toss it to another person so he can introduce himself. Then you will toss it to someone by
calling his/her name and making eye contact. The person who receives the
object continues by calling someone else’s name and throwing the item to
him, and so on. Ask the group what will ______ look like, sound like, or feel
like during the activity? Play. After this has gone on for awhile, start throwing an additional object, then another. Make sure they keep throwing to people till they know everyone’s name.

Provide a soft object, like a stuffed animal, to toss around the group. When
you receive the tossed object you say your name and one piece of personal
information – such as favorite food, number of siblings, and toss it to another person so he can introduce himself. Then you will toss it to someone by
calling his/her name and making eye contact. The person who receives the
object continues by calling someone else’s name and throwing the item to
him, and so on. Ask the group what will ______ look like, sound like, or feel
like during the activity? Play. After this has gone on for awhile, start throwing an additional object, then another. Make sure they keep throwing to people till they know everyone’s name.

What happened with _______ during the game?
So what did you learn about _________?
Now what activity today will you practice having more ________ at?

What happened with _______ during the game?
So what did you learn about _________?
Now what activity today will you practice having more ________ at?
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Memory Circle

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

Provide a soft object, like a stuffed animal, to toss around the group. When
you receive the tossed object you say your name and one piece of personal
information – such as favorite food, number of siblings, and toss it to another person so he can introduce himself. Then you will toss it to someone by
calling his/her name and making eye contact. The person who receives the
object continues by calling someone else’s name and throwing the item to
him, and so on. Ask the group what will ______ look like, sound like, or feel
like during the activity? Play. After this has gone on for awhile, start throwing an additional object, then another. Make sure they keep throwing to people till they know everyone’s name.

Provide a soft object, like a stuffed animal, to toss around the group. When
you receive the tossed object you say your name and one piece of personal
information – such as favorite food, number of siblings, and toss it to another person so he can introduce himself. Then you will toss it to someone by
calling his/her name and making eye contact. The person who receives the
object continues by calling someone else’s name and throwing the item to
him, and so on. Ask the group what will ______ look like, sound like, or feel
like during the activity? Play. After this has gone on for awhile, start throwing an additional object, then another. Make sure they keep throwing to people till they know everyone’s name.

What happened with _______ during the game?
So what did you learn about _________?
Now what activity today will you practice having more ________ at?

What happened with _______ during the game?
So what did you learn about _________?
Now what activity today will you practice having more ________ at?
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Human-made Machines

Human-made Machines

SEL/Life Skill: _________
Materials: None
Setting: Anywhere
Say: “Today we are practicing _______ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _________
Materials: None
Setting: Anywhere
Say: “Today we are practicing _______ during this game.”

Today let’s work on the skill of (listening and respecting) everyone’s idea
before making a decision, coming to an agreement in a respectful way.

Today let’s work on the skill of (listening and respecting) everyone’s idea
before making a decision, coming to an agreement in a respectful way.

A group of 3-6 people act out an everyday machine and have others
guess what it is. You have (X minutes) to choose a machine and plan
on how the group will act it out. Examples: lawnmower, bicycle,
microwave, television, washing machine, etc.

A group of 3-6 people act out an everyday machine and have others
guess what it is. You have (X minutes) to choose a machine and plan
on how the group will act it out. Examples: lawnmower, bicycle,
microwave, television, washing machine, etc.

What happened with _______?
So What did you learn about _______?
Now what activity today will you practice better _______ at?

What happened with _______?
So What did you learn about _______?
Now what activity today will you practice better _______ at?
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Human-made Machines

SEL/Life Skill: _________
Materials: None
Setting: Anywhere
Say: “Today we are practicing _______ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _________
Materials: None
Setting: Anywhere
Say: “Today we are practicing _______ during this game.”

Today let’s work on the skill of (listening and respecting) everyone’s idea
before making a decision, coming to an agreement in a respectful way.

Today let’s work on the skill of (listening and respecting) everyone’s idea
before making a decision, coming to an agreement in a respectful way.

A group of 3-6 people act out an everyday machine and have others
guess what it is. You have (X minutes) to choose a machine and plan
on how the group will act it out. Examples: lawnmower, bicycle,
microwave, television, washing machine, etc.

A group of 3-6 people act out an everyday machine and have others
guess what it is. You have (X minutes) to choose a machine and plan
on how the group will act it out. Examples: lawnmower, bicycle,
microwave, television, washing machine, etc.

What happened with _______?
So What did you learn about _______?
Now what activity today will you practice better _______ at?

What happened with _______?
So What did you learn about _______?
Now what activity today will you practice better _______ at?
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Structures

Structures
SEL/Life Skill: _____________

Materials:
Setting:

Materials to build a structure – straws, toothpicks, tape,
post-it notes, if you’re outside – twigs, sticks, leaves, etc.
Anywhere.

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials:
Setting:

Materials to build a structure – straws, toothpicks, tape,
post-it notes, if you’re outside – twigs, sticks, leaves, etc.
Anywhere.

Say: “Today we are practicing ______ while building.”

Say: “Today we are practicing ______ while building.”

Agree upon and build a structure, picture or sculpture using objects provided. You can use straws, toothpicks, post-it notes, etc. The group
can lay out objects or build something up: it is up to the group. Distribute the materials. What will ______ look like, sound like, or feel like during the activity? When the groups finish, have them share their creations.

Agree upon and build a structure, picture or sculpture using objects provided. You can use straws, toothpicks, post-it notes, etc. The group
can lay out objects or build something up: it is up to the group. Distribute the materials. What will ______ look like, sound like, or feel like during the activity? When the groups finish, have them share their creations.

What happened with ____? How was ____ shown during the game?
So what did you learn about ______?
During what other situations could you use ______? How?

What happened with ____? How was ____ shown during the game?
So what did you learn about ______?
During what other situations could you use ______? How?
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Structures

Structures
SEL/Life Skill: _____________

Materials:
Setting:

Brian Brandt bbrandt@wsu.edu

Materials to build a structure – straws, toothpicks, tape,
post-it notes, if you’re outside – twigs, sticks, leaves, etc.
Anywhere.

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials:
Setting:

Materials to build a structure – straws, toothpicks, tape,
post-it notes, if you’re outside – twigs, sticks, leaves, etc.
Anywhere.

Say: “Today we are practicing ______ while building.”

Say: “Today we are practicing ______ while building.”

Agree upon and build a structure, picture or sculpture using objects provided. You can use straws, toothpicks, post-it notes, etc. The group
can lay out objects or build something up: it is up to the group. Distribute the materials. What will ______ look like, sound like, or feel like during the activity? When the groups finish, have them share their creations.

Agree upon and build a structure, picture or sculpture using objects provided. You can use straws, toothpicks, post-it notes, etc. The group
can lay out objects or build something up: it is up to the group. Distribute the materials. What will ______ look like, sound like, or feel like during the activity? When the groups finish, have them share their creations.

What happened with ____? How was ____ shown during the game?
So what did you learn about ______?
During what other situations could you use ______? How?

What happened with ____? How was ____ shown during the game?
So what did you learn about ______?
During what other situations could you use ______? How?
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Wizards and Gelflings

Wizards and Gelflings

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

A creative story of Gelflings (which are a type elf) is told. No description
here, so you get to be creative. Either way, the Gelflings want to help
each other stay away from wizards and be free. The Wizard(s) tag an elf
and he/she is then frozen. The Gelfling sets off a universal elf distress
beacon, “Help me, help me, help me…” The Gelfling can only be set
free when two free Gelflings join hands in a circle over them, do the
dance and say, “Be free little elf, be free.” Play until you’re out of elves or
losing the fun energy. For larger groups you can have two or three wizards.

A creative story of Gelflings (which are a type elf) is told. No description
here, so you get to be creative. Either way, the Gelflings want to help
each other stay away from wizards and be free. The Wizard(s) tag an elf
and he/she is then frozen. The Gelfling sets off a universal elf distress
beacon, “Help me, help me, help me…” The Gelfling can only be set
free when two free Gelflings join hands in a circle over them, do the
dance and say, “Be free little elf, be free.” Play until you’re out of elves or
losing the fun energy. For larger groups you can have two or three wizards.

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now, what activity is a good one to practice ______ at?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now, what activity is a good one to practice ______ at?
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Wizards and Gelflings

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

A creative story of Gelflings (which are a type elf) is told. No description
here, so you get to be creative. Either way, the Gelflings want to help
each other stay away from wizards and be free. The Wizard(s) tag an elf
and he/she is then frozen. The Gelfling sets off a universal elf distress
beacon, “Help me, help me, help me…” The Gelfling can only be set
free when two free Gelflings join hands in a circle over them, do the
dance and say, “Be free little elf, be free.” Play until you’re out of elves or
losing the fun energy. For larger groups you can have two or three wizards.

A creative story of Gelflings (which are a type elf) is told. No description
here, so you get to be creative. Either way, the Gelflings want to help
each other stay away from wizards and be free. The Wizard(s) tag an elf
and he/she is then frozen. The Gelfling sets off a universal elf distress
beacon, “Help me, help me, help me…” The Gelfling can only be set
free when two free Gelflings join hands in a circle over them, do the
dance and say, “Be free little elf, be free.” Play until you’re out of elves or
losing the fun energy. For larger groups you can have two or three wizards.

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now, what activity is a good one to practice ______ at?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now, what activity is a good one to practice ______ at?
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Group Poems

Group Poems

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Setting: Anywhere
Materials: Note cards and pens/pencils
Say: “Today we are practicing _______ in writing.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Setting: Anywhere
Materials: Note cards and pens/pencils
Say: “Today we are practicing _______ in writing.”

Sometimes its challenging to be honest about what is positive in a
group. I’ll ask a question and you write a one to two line answer on the
note card. Collect the cards, mix them up, and read as a poem.
Topics:
What does it mean to treat others with ______?
How do you feel when someone is ______with you?
What does it mean to be ______?

Sometimes its challenging to be honest about what is positive in a
group. I’ll ask a question and you write a one to two line answer on the
note card. Collect the cards, mix them up, and read as a poem.
Topics:
What does it mean to treat others with ______?
How do you feel when someone is ______with you?
What does it mean to be ______?

What: What happened with the poem and writing about ______?
So What: So what did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______ at?

What: What happened with the poem and writing about ______?
So What: So what did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______ at?
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Group Poems
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Group Poems

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Setting: Anywhere
Materials: Note cards and pens/pencils
Say: “Today we are practicing _______ in writing.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Setting: Anywhere
Materials: Note cards and pens/pencils
Say: “Today we are practicing _______ in writing.”

Sometimes its challenging to be honest about what is positive in a
group. I’ll ask a question and you write a one to two line answer on the
note card. Collect the cards, mix them up, and read as a poem.
Topics:
What does it mean to treat others with ______?
How do you feel when someone is ______with you?
What does it mean to be ______?

Sometimes its challenging to be honest about what is positive in a
group. I’ll ask a question and you write a one to two line answer on the
note card. Collect the cards, mix them up, and read as a poem.
Topics:
What does it mean to treat others with ______?
How do you feel when someone is ______with you?
What does it mean to be ______?

What: What happened with the poem and writing about ______?
So What: So what did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______ at?

What: What happened with the poem and writing about ______?
So What: So what did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______ at?
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Everybody’s it / Freeze

Everybody’s it / Freeze

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

We are going to do this fast so we will practice ______when tagged or
unsure if tagged.

We are going to do this fast so we will practice ______when tagged or
unsure if tagged.

When I say Go, everybody’s It. When tagged, you sit down. When I say
Freeze, everyone freezes (stops moving) and looks at me. Give me
your most serious looking face. When I say Go, everybody’s it again,
unfrozen. After playing awhile challenge the group to play with you saying Freeze in a soft, quiet voice.

When I say Go, everybody’s It. When tagged, you sit down. When I say
Freeze, everyone freezes (stops moving) and looks at me. Give me
your most serious looking face. When I say Go, everybody’s it again,
unfrozen. After playing awhile challenge the group to play with you saying Freeze in a soft, quiet voice.

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what other activities are a good to practice ______ at?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what other activities are a good to practice ______ at?
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Everybody’s it / Freeze
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Everybody’s it / Freeze

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Open space
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

We are going to do this fast so we will practice ______when tagged or
unsure if tagged.

We are going to do this fast so we will practice ______when tagged or
unsure if tagged.

When I say Go, everybody’s It. When tagged, you sit down. When I say
Freeze, everyone freezes (stops moving) and looks at me. Give me
your most serious looking face. When I say Go, everybody’s it again,
unfrozen. After playing awhile challenge the group to play with you saying Freeze in a soft, quiet voice.

When I say Go, everybody’s It. When tagged, you sit down. When I say
Freeze, everyone freezes (stops moving) and looks at me. Give me
your most serious looking face. When I say Go, everybody’s it again,
unfrozen. After playing awhile challenge the group to play with you saying Freeze in a soft, quiet voice.

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what other activities are a good to practice ______ at?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what other activities are a good to practice ______ at?
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Screaming or Laughing Toes

Screaming or Laughing Toes

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Any
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Any
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

Everyone gets in a circle, shoulder to shoulder. Leader tells group to
“look down” and pick someone's toes to look at. When leader tells group
to “look up” you follow the persons toes up to their eyes. If you both are
looking at each other your responsibility is to scream. Today we are
practicing honesty during this game. What will ______ look like, sound
like, or feel like? If you want you can substitute laugh out loud at each
other. After the screaming or laughing. Repeat. “Look down.” Look up.”
Can do variation where if after matching and screaming/laughing you are
eliminated till none left.

Everyone gets in a circle, shoulder to shoulder. Leader tells group to
“look down” and pick someone's toes to look at. When leader tells group
to “look up” you follow the persons toes up to their eyes. If you both are
looking at each other your responsibility is to scream. Today we are
practicing honesty during this game. What will ______ look like, sound
like, or feel like? If you want you can substitute laugh out loud at each
other. After the screaming or laughing. Repeat. “Look down.” Look up.”
Can do variation where if after matching and screaming/laughing you are
eliminated till none left.

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______at?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______at?
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Screaming or Laughing Toes
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Screaming or Laughing Toes

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Any
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

SEL/Life Skill: _____________
Materials: None
Setting: Any
Say: “Today we are practicing ______ during this game.”

Everyone gets in a circle, shoulder to shoulder. Leader tells group to
“look down” and pick someone's toes to look at. When leader tells group
to “look up” you follow the persons toes up to their eyes. If you both are
looking at each other your responsibility is to scream. Today we are
practicing honesty during this game. What will ______ look like, sound
like, or feel like? If you want you can substitute laugh out loud at each
other. After the screaming or laughing. Repeat. “Look down.” Look up.”
Can do variation where if after matching and screaming/laughing you are
eliminated till none left.

Everyone gets in a circle, shoulder to shoulder. Leader tells group to
“look down” and pick someone's toes to look at. When leader tells group
to “look up” you follow the persons toes up to their eyes. If you both are
looking at each other your responsibility is to scream. Today we are
practicing honesty during this game. What will ______ look like, sound
like, or feel like? If you want you can substitute laugh out loud at each
other. After the screaming or laughing. Repeat. “Look down.” Look up.”
Can do variation where if after matching and screaming/laughing you are
eliminated till none left.

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______at?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______at?
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___________________

___________________

SEL/Life Skill: ____________

SEL/Life Skill: ____________

Materials:
Setting:

Materials:
Setting:

Say: “Today we are practicing __________ during this game.
What does ______look like in games? Sound like? Feel like?

Say: “Today we are practicing __________ during this game.
What does ______look like in games? Sound like? Feel like?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______?
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___________________
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___________________

SEL/Life Skill: ____________

SEL/Life Skill: ____________

Materials:
Setting:

Materials:
Setting:

Say: “Today we are practicing __________ during this game.
What does ______look like in games? Sound like? Feel like?

Say: “Today we are practicing __________ during this game.
What does ______look like in games? Sound like? Feel like?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______?
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___________________

___________________

SEL/Life Skill: ____________

SEL/Life Skill: ____________

Materials:
Setting:

Materials:
Setting:

Say: “Today we are practicing __________ during this game.
What does ______look like in games? Sound like? Feel like?

Say: “Today we are practicing __________ during this game.
What does ______look like in games? Sound like? Feel like?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______?
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___________________

SEL/Life Skill: ____________

SEL/Life Skill: ____________

Materials:
Setting:

Materials:
Setting:

Say: “Today we are practicing __________ during this game.
What does ______look like in games? Sound like? Feel like?

Say: “Today we are practicing __________ during this game.
What does ______look like in games? Sound like? Feel like?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______?

What: What happened with ______?
So What: So What did you learn about ______?
Now What: Now what activity is a good one to practice ______?
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Prac cing
Prac cing
SEL/Life Skills SEL/Life Skills
with Families with Families
Prac cing
Prac cing
SEL/Life Skills SEL/Life Skills
with Families with Families

Exercise: Mental Picture Postcard of SELF working on value

Exercise: Mental Picture Postcard of SELF working on value

Purpose: To reflect on the day using a diﬀerent format for learners who like

Purpose: To reflect on the day using a diﬀerent format for learners who like

to draw

to draw

Materials: Note cards (postcard size)

Materials: Note cards (postcard size)

Introduc on: Have par cipants picture themselves in one significant experi‐

Introduc on: Have par cipants picture themselves in one significant experi‐

ence that occurred during the day in which they prac ced one of the SEL/Life
Skills you have been prac cing. Have them draw that image on a postcard and
write a short explana on next to it. Post at check out. They will share this with
their parent/guardian on pick up. They will leave up on wall at check out.

ence that occurred during the day in which they prac ced one of the SEL/Life
Skills you have been prac cing. Have them draw that image on a postcard and
write a short explana on next to it. Post at check out. They will share this with
their parent/guardian on pick up. They will leave up on wall at check out.

Statements made during drawing:

Statements made during drawing:

What happened today with the SEL/Life Skill of _______ we working on?
Where did you work on the SEL/Life Skill of _________?
What were you feeling when you worked on the SEL/Life Skill of ____?
How do you think others were feeling when you worked on the SEL/Life Skill of ____?

What happened today with the SEL/Life Skill of _______ we working on?
Where did you work on the SEL/Life Skill of _________?
What were you feeling when you worked on the SEL/Life Skill of ____?
How do you think others were feeling when you worked on the SEL/Life Skill of ____?
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Exercise: Mental Picture Postcard of SELF working on value
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Exercise: Mental Picture Postcard of SELF working on value

Purpose: To reflect on the day using a diﬀerent format for learners who like

Purpose: To reflect on the day using a diﬀerent format for learners who like

to draw

to draw

Materials: Note cards (postcard size)

Materials: Note cards (postcard size)

Introduc on: Have par cipants picture themselves in one significant experi‐
ence that occurred during the day in which they prac ced one of the SEL/Life
Skills you have been prac cing. Have them draw that image on a postcard and
write a short explana on next to it. Post at check out. They will share this with
their parent/guardian on pick up. They will leave up on wall at check out.

Introduc on: Have par cipants picture themselves in one significant experi‐
ence that occurred during the day in which they prac ced one of the SEL/Life
Skills you have been prac cing. Have them draw that image on a postcard and
write a short explana on next to it. Post at check out. They will share this with
their parent/guardian on pick up. They will leave up on wall at check out.

Statements made during drawing:

Statements made during drawing:

What happened today with the SEL/Life Skill of _______ we working on?
Where did you work on the SEL/Life Skill of _________?
What were you feeling when you worked on the SEL/Life Skill of ____?
How do you think others were feeling when you worked on the SEL/Life Skill of ____?

What happened today with the SEL/Life Skill of _______ we working on?
Where did you work on the SEL/Life Skill of _________?
What were you feeling when you worked on the SEL/Life Skill of ____?
How do you think others were feeling when you worked on the SEL/Life Skill of ____?
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Exercise: Mental Picture Postcard of OTHERS working on value

Exercise: Mental Picture Postcard of OTHERS working on value

Purpose: To reflect on the day using a diﬀerent format for learners who like

Purpose: To reflect on the day using a diﬀerent format for learners who like

to draw

to draw

Materials: Note cards (postcard size)

Materials: Note cards (postcard size)

Introduc on: Have par cipants picture others prac cing one of the SEL/Life

Introduc on: Have par cipants picture others prac cing one of the SEL/Life

Skills. No names in the pictures. Have them draw that image on a postcard and
write a short explana on next to it. Post at check out. They will share this with
their parent/guardian on pick up. They will leave up on wall at check out.

Skills. No names in the pictures. Have them draw that image on a postcard and
write a short explana on next to it. Post at check out. They will share this with
their parent/guardian on pick up. They will leave up on wall at check out.

Statements made during drawing:

Statements made during drawing:

What happened today with the SEL/Life Skills of _______ we working on?
Where did you work on SEL/Life Skills of _________?
What were you feeling when you worked on the SEL/Life Skills of ____?
How do you think others were feeling when you prac ced the SEL/Life Skills of ____?

What happened today with the SEL/Life Skills of _______ we working on?
Where did you work on SEL/Life Skills of _________?
What were you feeling when you worked on the SEL/Life Skills of ____?
How do you think others were feeling when you prac ced the SEL/Life Skills of ____?
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Exercise: Mental Picture Postcard of OTHERS working on value
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Exercise: Mental Picture Postcard of OTHERS working on value

Purpose: To reflect on the day using a diﬀerent format for learners who like

Purpose: To reflect on the day using a diﬀerent format for learners who like

to draw

to draw

Materials: Note cards (postcard size)

Materials: Note cards (postcard size)

Introduc on: Have par cipants picture others prac cing one of the SEL/Life
Skills. No names in the pictures. Have them draw that image on a postcard and
write a short explana on next to it. Post at check out. They will share this with
their parent/guardian on pick up. They will leave up on wall at check out.

Introduc on: Have par cipants picture others prac cing one of the SEL/Life
Skills. No names in the pictures. Have them draw that image on a postcard and
write a short explana on next to it. Post at check out. They will share this with
their parent/guardian on pick up. They will leave up on wall at check out.

Statements made during drawing:

Statements made during drawing:

What happened today with the SEL/Life Skills of _______ we working on?
Where did you work on SEL/Life Skills of _________?
What were you feeling when you worked on the SEL/Life Skills of ____?
How do you think others were feeling when you prac ced the SEL/Life Skills of ____?

What happened today with the SEL/Life Skills of _______ we working on?
Where did you work on SEL/Life Skills of _________?
What were you feeling when you worked on the SEL/Life Skills of ____?
How do you think others were feeling when you prac ced the SEL/Life Skills of ____?
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Exercise: Graﬃ Wall

Exercise: Graﬃ Wall

Purpose: To allow members to share their learning in wri en or ar s c form

Purpose: To allow members to share their learning in wri en or ar s c form

Materials: Butcher paper or easel paper to make a paper wall and markers

Materials: Butcher paper or easel paper to make a paper wall and markers

that do not bleed through (washable preferred) Post at check out spot.

that do not bleed through (washable preferred) Post at check out spot.

Introduc on: Supervise this ac vity. This exercise can be done in silence.

Introduc on: Supervise this ac vity. This exercise can be done in silence.

This exercise could be done on the floor to avoid damaging the wall. Tell the
par cipants they will create a graﬃ wall out of their experiences that day.

This exercise could be done on the floor to avoid damaging the wall. Tell the
par cipants they will create a graﬃ wall out of their experiences that day.

Give them the SEL/Life Skills you want to work on and have them draw pic‐
tures and write phrases on the paper wall for the group to see related to the
skill. Ask par cipants to draw a picture that represents the skill being demon‐
strated by another or have them draw a picture of themselves using a life skill
during the day.

Give them the SEL/Life Skills you want to work on and have them draw pic‐
tures and write phrases on the paper wall for the group to see related to the
skill. Ask par cipants to draw a picture that represents the skill being demon‐
strated by another or have them draw a picture of themselves using a life skill
during the day.
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Exercise: Graﬃ Wall

Exercise: Graﬃ Wall

Purpose: To allow members to share their learning in wri en or ar s c form

Purpose: To allow members to share their learning in wri en or ar s c form

Materials: Butcher paper or easel paper to make a paper wall and markers
that do not bleed through (washable preferred) Post at check out spot.

Materials: Butcher paper or easel paper to make a paper wall and markers
that do not bleed through (washable preferred) Post at check out spot.

Introduc on: Supervise this ac vity. This exercise can be done in silence.
This exercise could be done on the floor to avoid damaging the wall. Tell the
par cipants they will create a graﬃ wall out of their experiences that day.

Introduc on: Supervise this ac vity. This exercise can be done in silence.
This exercise could be done on the floor to avoid damaging the wall. Tell the
par cipants they will create a graﬃ wall out of their experiences that day.

Give them the SEL/Life Skills you want to work on and have them draw pic‐
tures and write phrases on the paper wall for the group to see related to the
skill. Ask par cipants to draw a picture that represents the skill being demon‐
strated by another or have them draw a picture of themselves using a life skill
during the day.

Give them the SEL/Life Skills you want to work on and have them draw pic‐
tures and write phrases on the paper wall for the group to see related to the
skill. Ask par cipants to draw a picture that represents the skill being demon‐
strated by another or have them draw a picture of themselves using a life skill
during the day.
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Exercise: SEL/Life Skills Poem

Exercise: SEL/Life Skills Poem

Purpose: To quietly reflect on each par cipant's experiences on the trip

Purpose: To quietly reflect on each par cipant's experiences on the trip

Materials: Note cards and pens

Materials: Note cards and pens

Introduc on: This exercise supports group members who prefer wri ng as a
form of communica on. An anonymous poem is created when everyone’s
wri ngs are joined together to form a single poem. Give a note card to each
par cipant. Tell them you will ask a ques on and you want them to write an
answer on their card. Ask them to keep it short and to write legibly. Collect the
cards, shuﬄe them, and read the group poem that they create.

Introduc on: This exercise supports group members who prefer wri ng as a
form of communica on. An anonymous poem is created when everyone’s
wri ngs are joined together to form a single poem. Give a note card to each
par cipant. Tell them you will ask a ques on and you want them to write an
answer on their card. Ask them to keep it short and to write legibly. Collect the
cards, shuﬄe them, and read the group poem that they create.

Suggested Ques ons related to SEL/Life Skills:

Suggested Ques ons related to SEL/Life Skills:

What does it mean to treat others with ________ (ex. respect)?
How do you feel when someone is ______ (ex. caring) to you?
When and how did you see someone ______ (ex. sharing) today?
How did you show ______ (ex. resiliency) today?

What does it mean to treat others with ________ (ex. respect)?
How do you feel when someone is ______ (ex. caring) to you?
When and how did you see someone ______ (ex. sharing) today?
How did you show ______ (ex. resiliency) today?
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Exercise: SEL/Life Skills Poem

Exercise: SEL/Life Skills Poem

Purpose: To quietly reflect on each par cipant's experiences on the trip

Purpose: To quietly reflect on each par cipant's experiences on the trip

Materials: Note cards and pens

Materials: Note cards and pens

Introduc on: This exercise supports group members who prefer wri ng as a

Introduc on: This exercise supports group members who prefer wri ng as a

form of communica on. An anonymous poem is created when everyone’s
wri ngs are joined together to form a single poem. Give a note card to each
par cipant. Tell them you will ask a ques on and you want them to write an
answer on their card. Ask them to keep it short and to write legibly. Collect the
cards, shuﬄe them, and read the group poem that they create.

form of communica on. An anonymous poem is created when everyone’s
wri ngs are joined together to form a single poem. Give a note card to each
par cipant. Tell them you will ask a ques on and you want them to write an
answer on their card. Ask them to keep it short and to write legibly. Collect the
cards, shuﬄe them, and read the group poem that they create.

Suggested Ques ons related to SEL/Life Skills:

Suggested Ques ons related to SEL/Life Skills:

What does it mean to treat others with ________ (ex. respect)?
How do you feel when someone is ______ (ex. caring) to you?
When and how did you see someone ______ (ex. sharing) today?
How did you show ______ (ex. resiliency) today?

What does it mean to treat others with ________ (ex. respect)?
How do you feel when someone is ______ (ex. caring) to you?
When and how did you see someone ______ (ex. sharing) today?
How did you show ______ (ex. resiliency) today?
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Exercise: SEL/Life Skills Keywords

Exercise: SEL/Life Skills Keywords

Purpose: Group to list places where SEL/Life Skills where used

Purpose: Group to list places where SEL/Life Skills where used

Materials: Paper and pens

Materials: Paper and pens

Introduc on: Ask the group to generate a list of places where a SEL/Life Skills
was demonstrated by others and a short descrip on a er it.

Introduc on: Ask the group to generate a list of places where a SEL/Life Skills
was demonstrated by others and a short descrip on a er it.

Example: Art area. Helped with others. Games. Helped teach rules.

Example: Art area. Helped with others. Games. Helped teach rules.

When the genera on of ideas slows or stops, review the lists. Check to make
sure all items are accurately captured and that everyone understands what is
listed. Group members need not agree on what is listed. Post this at check out.
Youth point out their observa ons to parent/guardian.

When the genera on of ideas slows or stops, review the lists. Check to make
sure all items are accurately captured and that everyone understands what is
listed. Group members need not agree on what is listed. Post this at check out.
Youth point out their observa ons to parent/guardian.

Now what can you do tomorrow to improve this life skill?

Now what can you do tomorrow to improve this life skill?
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Exercise: SEL/Life Skills Keywords

Exercise: SEL/Life Skills Keywords

Purpose: Group to list places where SEL/Life Skills where used

Purpose: Group to list places where SEL/Life Skills where used

Materials: Paper and pens

Materials: Paper and pens

Introduc on: Ask the group to generate a list of places where a SEL/Life Skills

Introduc on: Ask the group to generate a list of places where a SEL/Life Skills

was demonstrated by others and a short descrip on a er it.

was demonstrated by others and a short descrip on a er it.

Example: Art area. Helped with others. Games. Helped teach rules.

Example: Art area. Helped with others. Games. Helped teach rules.

When the genera on of ideas slows or stops, review the lists. Check to make
sure all items are accurately captured and that everyone understands what is
listed. Group members need not agree on what is listed. Post this at check out.
Youth point out their observa ons to parent/guardian.

When the genera on of ideas slows or stops, review the lists. Check to make
sure all items are accurately captured and that everyone understands what is
listed. Group members need not agree on what is listed. Post this at check out.
Youth point out their observa ons to parent/guardian.

Now what can you do tomorrow to improve this life skill?

Now what can you do tomorrow to improve this life skill?
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Exercise: Dice ques ons for Parent/Guardian

Exercise: Dice ques ons for Parent/Guardian

Purpose: To roll a die and answer ques on

Purpose: To roll a die and answer ques on

Materials: Die and ques on sheet

Materials: Die and ques on sheet

Introduc on: Have parent roll dice and answer ques on on number sheet.

Introduc on: Have parent roll dice and answer ques on on number sheet.

1. I showed _______ (SEL/Life Skills ex. Caring) during ____________

1. I showed _______ (SEL/Life Skills ex. Caring) during ____________

2. Today others showed ______(SEL/Life Skills ex. Friendship) to me during
__________

2. Today others showed ______(SEL/Life Skills ex. Friendship) to me during
__________

3. I can prac ce ______(SEL/Life Skills ex. Coopera on) at home tonight by
__________

3. I can prac ce ______(SEL/Life Skills ex. Coopera on) at home tonight by
__________

4. I felt _______ when others were (SEL/Life Skills ex. respec ul) to me today

4. I felt _______ when others were (SEL/Life Skills ex. respec ul) to me today

5. I ____________________________________________

5. I ____________________________________________

6. I ____________________________________________

6. I ____________________________________________
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Exercise: Dice ques ons for Parent/Guardian

Exercise: Dice ques ons for Parent/Guardian

Purpose: To roll a die and answer ques on

Purpose: To roll a die and answer ques on

Materials: Die and ques on sheet

Materials: Die and ques on sheet

Introduc on: Have parent roll dice and answer ques on on number sheet.

Introduc on: Have parent roll dice and answer ques on on number sheet.

1. I showed _______ (SEL/Life Skills ex. Caring) during ____________

1. I showed _______ (SEL/Life Skills ex. Caring) during ____________

2. Today others showed ______(SEL/Life Skills ex. Friendship) to me during
__________

2. Today others showed ______(SEL/Life Skills ex. Friendship) to me during
__________

3. I can prac ce ______(SEL/Life Skills ex. Coopera on) at home tonight by
__________

3. I can prac ce ______(SEL/Life Skills ex. Coopera on) at home tonight by
__________

4. I felt _______ when others were (SEL/Life Skills ex. respec ul) to me today

4. I felt _______ when others were (SEL/Life Skills ex. respec ul) to me today

5. I ____________________________________________

5. I ____________________________________________

6. I ____________________________________________

6. I ____________________________________________
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Exercise: Power Point show

Exercise: Power Point show

Purpose: Share with parent a me SEL/Life Skills was used.

Purpose: Share with parent a me SEL/Life Skills was used.

Materials: clicker

Materials: clicker

Introduc on: Youth are taught how to use clicker to show imaginary
slideshow/Presenta on to the group/parents. They share a scene where a SEL/
Life Skill was demonstrated by them/others. They explain the slide. They will
share with parents at pick up.

Introduc on: Youth are taught how to use clicker to show imaginary
slideshow/Presenta on to the group/parents. They share a scene where a SEL/
Life Skill was demonstrated by them/others. They explain the slide. They will
share with parents at pick up.

Example:

Example:

“Here in this slide you see the art area. On the bo om is one student sharing
the paper with another.”

“Here in this slide you see the art area. On the bo om is one student sharing
the paper with another.”
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Exercise: Power Point show

Exercise: Power Point show

Purpose: Share with parent a me SEL/Life Skills was used.

Purpose: Share with parent a me SEL/Life Skills was used.

Materials: clicker

Materials: clicker

Introduc on: Youth are taught how to use clicker to show imaginary

Introduc on: Youth are taught how to use clicker to show imaginary

slideshow/Presenta on to the group/parents. They share a scene where a SEL/
Life Skill was demonstrated by them/others. They explain the slide. They will
share with parents at pick up.

slideshow/Presenta on to the group/parents. They share a scene where a SEL/
Life Skill was demonstrated by them/others. They explain the slide. They will
share with parents at pick up.

Example:

Example:

“Here in this slide you see the art area. On the bo om is one student sharing
the paper with another.”

“Here in this slide you see the art area. On the bo om is one student sharing
the paper with another.”
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Exercise: Snow ball

Exercise: Snow ball

Purpose: Create a wall of examples of members using SEL/Life Skills.

Purpose: Create a wall of examples of members using SEL/Life Skills.

Materials: Paper, same color.
Introduc on: Let youth know they will write an example of the SEL/Life Skill

Materials: Paper, same color.
Introduc on: Let youth know they will write an example of the SEL/Life Skill

ex. Pa ence) being used today.

ex. Pa ence) being used today.

I saw pa ence being used at
_

when

I saw pa ence being used at
_

when

One person showed pa ence by

One person showed pa ence by

They will crunch them up and have a snowball fight. When done everyone
picks up a “snowball” and reads it to the group. They are then posted at the
check out to share during parent pick up.

They will crunch them up and have a snowball fight. When done everyone
picks up a “snowball” and reads it to the group. They are then posted at the
check out to share during parent pick up.
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Exercise: Snow ball

Exercise: Snow ball

Purpose: Create a wall of examples of members using SEL/Life Skills.

Purpose: Create a wall of examples of members using SEL/Life Skills.

Materials: Paper, same color.
Introduc on: Let youth know they will write an example of the SEL/Life Skill

Materials: Paper, same color.
Introduc on: Let youth know they will write an example of the SEL/Life Skill

ex. Pa ence) being used today.

ex. Pa ence) being used today.

I saw pa ence being used at
_

when

I saw pa ence being used at
_

when

One person showed pa ence by

One person showed pa ence by

They will crunch them up and have a snowball fight. When done everyone
picks up a “snowball” and reads it to the group. They are then posted at the
check out to share during parent pick up.

They will crunch them up and have a snowball fight. When done everyone
picks up a “snowball” and reads it to the group. They are then posted at the
check out to share during parent pick up.
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Exercise: Sculp ng SEL

Exercise: Sculp ng SEL

Purpose: Create a clay art piece showing the SEL skill demonstrated today.

Purpose: Create a clay art piece showing the SEL skill demonstrated today.

Materials: Clay

Materials: Clay

Introduc on: Let youth know they will create a clay example of the SEL skill
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